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With the advent of inexpensive but beautifully designed clothing available nationwide, elegance is at
everyone’s reach. And George Kotsiopoulos—the breakout star of TV’s Style Law enforcement—
George addresses clothing, accessories, and fashion, and also the best parts for different body
types and pores and skin. And because movie-star style also extends to environment, Glamorous
by George also guides readers to budget-friendly concepts for easy decorating and amusing.
Through practical assistance and blunt observations, this simple, no-nonsense guide is obtainable to
folks of all ages and income amounts.will show you just how. Glamorous by George gives easy-to-
achieve tips for looking just like a movie star.
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This book is amazing I first found George on Fashion Police and We was impressed by how kind
he was. And I just read the publication, George amazes me with his eyes for detail and known
taste of materials. Whether it had been proportion, color, or cut, he often applied constructive
criticism. Fabulous book that's witty, honest, fun and provides you creative ways to stylize anything
going about in you life. . So when somebody hit it from the recreation area fashionwise, he was the
1st one to praise them.I purchased this book because We trusted him and I wasn't disappointed. I
am also, along with George, disappointed by the lack of glamour in the celebrity world, because
when things get difficult -- especially economically -- I believe we all want to dream just a little. And
doesn't everyone want to try and do a little something to help make the world an improved place?
Five Stars Lover of George, he will it right in fashion Three Stars ok Two Stars More geared for teen
marketplace probably.This book really delivered. I especially enjoyed just how George broke down
fashion by decades and stated that it had just been recycled from the 1920s to the 1990s.
Excellent! I also loved just how he examined make-up and hair by decades..That is a book to inspire
you. This is a reserve to delight you. In the event that you adore the iconic actresses from
Hollywood's previous, this is the book for you. It's so great, and "Glamorous" I purchased two of
Glamorous By George! He's a very well versed and seasoned professional. Kotsiopoulos! Thanks
for creating this wish book. Fun and Informative An easy read. Nearly what I was expecting. Even
though actually he cannot make me give up my yoga slacks which let me go from the fitness
center onto errands with only a shirt modification - I still find it more stylish than "jeans and white
tennis shoes" appearance. Well, one doesn't have to trust George and FPolice crew on everything
to take pleasure from this book This I'd an excellent great buy I'm a huge huge style lover but i want
to say this. Owner whom I purchased the publication from has amazing and impeccable customer
service and shipping. I got the book within days of it being shipped. It wasn't that someone was ugly
or less than perfect, it was a dress or outfit just didn't work. He includes a great eye.as well his
research qnd education about fashion history. This I'd a great great buy ! I want he would come out
with one for men, more specifically gay guys. For style police and George's fans This is a great
read and carries lots of good common sense advice. George is sensible, funny and interesting. I like
the fact that he refers to the Golden Age of Hollywood in regards to manners and etiquette..
Fashion Police ok book. Overall a great book. If you are already a stylish person most of info should
be well familiar for you but I do enjoy George's composing style and philosophy. It concentrates just
on womens fashion. Glamorous by George I did so not learn anything out of this book. His personal
Style is something I've always been envious of and make an effort to emulate.Great function, Mr. ....
I realized where many of my favorite looks had originated.... Who better than the right-hand guy of
Joan Rivera from the very best show on Television. Days long gone... .because George is so
glamorous himself, isn't he?! Who doesn't love George? I've been fortunate enough to meet up
George K., and he is a class work! But no earth shattering advice.. . and I LOVE YOUR Publication,
it's a gem! Style is not trivial. It was not what I believed it was going to be. So many style and
beauty tips, non-e of them ordinary, all of them glorious. You merely had to listen to a few of his
critiques to understand he actually knows his stuff. .. because George is so . Gotta Love George!
very little new when it comes to insights Ok publication. Buy for half price or more and you will get
some good good tips. Thanks for signing my reserve George, you're a doll .
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